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Vision testing
to be required
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Shadow of doubt?

Vol. 67 Issue 84

A lone student is silhouetted by the afternoon sun as it filters through the windows of the Hanna Hall breezeway.

Although many people do not
consider taking a driving test
easy, it will be a little tougher
beginning March 1.
That is the date which drivers
will be faced with a visionscreening test, in addition to the
driving and written test.
According to Dr. David Dreffer, president of the Ohio Optometric Association, the reason
for the screening is to insure
that all drivers meet the minimum reauirement for vision,
which includes clearness as well
as side vision. This new requirement is for the protection of
pedestrians as well as other
drivers.
"The required screening is
not an eye examination, but an
assurance that the driver can
see well enough to drive," Dreffer said.
Minimum requirement for vision in the state of Ohio for
operating a motor vehicle is
20740 unrestricted. Unrestricted
means a person must have near
perfect vision with or without

glasses, daytime or nighttime.

THE COST of this new program will be met by a small
increase of the fees that are now
paid for license renewal. The
increase in the fee will cover the
purchase of new machines for
all deputy registrars (who handle license renewal).
In the past, examination stations were the only ones who had
the screening machines. Prior to
the law being enacted, drivers
had only to nave their vision
tested to receive a drivers license for the first time.
Wood County residents will be
screened at the Wood County
AAA License Bureau when they
renew their licenses.
According to Mildred Duncan,
supervisor of the Bowling Green
bureau of AAA, there will be a
fee charged, but the present
staff is capable of handling the
extra work.
"The state of Ohio doesn't
anticipate having a lot of people
lose their driver's license (because of the new test)," Examiner Serge Baranawoski, of the
Highway Patrol Examiner's
• See vision, page 6

Early retirement for faculty possible
by Michael Mclntyre
staff reporter

For those faculty members i
who are waiting for their day of
retirement, the University has a
policy which gives them the
chance to retire early.
Richard Eakin, vice president
for Planning and Budgeting,
said the University adopted an
early retirement plan in January based on an act of the Ohio
legislature.
"Within the last couple of
years, the Ohio legislature approved a plan which permits
Universities and public schools
to purchase retirement credit
for faculty employees in order to
make it possible for them to
retire at an earlier date," Eakin
said.

He said the purchase of retirement credit is done through the
State Teachers Retirement System (STRS).
Eakin said many state universities have adopted early retirement plans, but the particulars
of the plan are up to each individual university.
He said at the University, the
amount of years of retirement
credit which the University will
purchase depends on the number of years of state service a
faculty member has.
HE SAID the University will
buy one-fifth of a faculty member's total years of experience in
retirement credit, with the maximum being five years. Therefore, a faculty member with 20
years of experience will receive

Coast Guard
cut debated
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
Ohio Congressman argued
yesterday against the proposed closing of a U.S. Coast
Guard station in Ashtabula,
saying he fears the shutdown
would turn rescue missions
into "body-recovery" operations.
Speaking at a House Merchant Marine subcommittee
hearing. Rep. Dennis Eckart, D-Ohio, said closing the
Ashtabula station would
leave a "giant gap" in
search-and-rescue operations on Lake Erie.
"How long do you expect
my constituents to tread water?" Eckart asked Admiral
James Gracey, commandant
of the Coast Guard.
Under the administration's
proposed budget for fiscal
1986, nine Coast Guard stations on the Great Lakes,
including Ashtabula, would
he closed Oct. 1. Four other
stations, including one at
Marblehead near Port Clinton, would be scaled back.
Terry Persily. scheduled to
testify on behalf of the Ashtabula Yacht Club, said there
are 22,000 registered boats in
northeastern Ohio and that it
would take two to three hours
for the Coast Guard to respond to a rescue call from
the next nearest station.
THE ASHTABULA POST,
which was established in
1934, has two boats and is
manned by 16 people. It is
flanked by an Erie, Pa., station about 40 nuies to the east
and a Fairport Harbor, Ohio,
station 28 miles to the west.

Gracie said the Ashtabula
station conducted 88 rescue
operations last year, compared to 731 at Marblehead.
And he added that the Coast
Guard's projected rescue
coverage doesn't take into
account the commercial support and auxiliary operations
St has.
"The coverage is there,"
Gracie said. "We're outside
our standards... but it's not
totally uncovered."
Eckart said an estimated
$30 million is being spent in
northeastern Ohio by the federal government and others
to build artificial reefs in an
effort to encourage walleye
fishing. At the same time, he
said, the government is proposing to remove the "only
secupty blanket" for sportsmen and tourists.
"The left hand doesn't
know what the right hand is
doing here," said Eckart.
PERSILY SAID ASHTABULA County has been
forced to rely more heavily
on the recreation and tourism trade and has invested
more than $9 million in renovating waterfront properties.
"We fear, however, that
without the protection of the
United States Coast Guard,
Ashtabula County will have
little hope for the future," he
testified.
Persily quoted the director
of a local volunteer cold-water drown team as saying the
number of drownings each
year could jump from two to
as many as 10 if the Ashtabula station closes.

four years of extra retirement
credit for retiring early.
Eakin said the University
adopted the early retirement
policy for two major reasons.
"It is good for the faculty,
(because) they get an early retirement. The Faculty Senate,
upon review of the plan, recommended it to the administration," he said. "It is also a way
to achieve a degree of flexibility
in terms of the employment of
the faculty."
Faculty Senate Chairman Art
Neal said a recommendation
will be brought before the Senate to put the early retirement
plan on hold after June 30 for
evaluation.
"This will give us time to

evaluate the impact of losing
nationally recognized scholars,
Neal said. "It will also leave
time to evaluate the financial
impact on the University."
Eakin said while there are
many positive aspects to the
early retirement plan, there are
also some negative points.
"We are losing faculty (those
retiring) who have a wealth of
experience and who are among
our most capable," he said.
"(But) the infusion of new faculty (to fin the vacancies) permits us to bring in new people
with new ideas and new expertise."
HE SAID quality of teaching
is also maintained because some
of the early retirees come back
to the University to teach.
"We afford them the opportu-

nity to come back and teach on a
limited basis (one semester per
year for five years)," Eakin
said. "They can teach eight or
nine hours a semester and are
paid at a rate of one-third of
their regular salary."
Eakin said the faculty, the
administration and the Board of
Trustees have agreed that the
plan had to be self-sufficient.
That is, it would not cost the
University any money.
He said at present, about 76
faculty members plan to opt for
early retirement in June. In
order to ensure that the University does not lose money, he said
24 of those retiring faculty will
not be replaced.
Computing the salary saved
on new faculty (they average
$14,000 less per year than those
retiring), and including factors

such as the buy-out payment to
STRS and payment of accumulated sick leave to retirees as
well as other factors, Eakin said
the University would come out
about $54,000 ahead.
"You have to take all of this
with a grain of salt," Eakin said,
referring to the fact that all of
the figures are based on estimates and that no one can be
absolutely sure how many faculty members will actually retire in June.
Eakin said the University did
not intend to save money
through the early retirement
buy-out plan. He said if surplus
money should exist, it will be
used through the University's
various budget committees.
"The key is, you don't want to
lose money."

Sports furthers academics
Editors note: This is the
third part of a four-part
series on academics and
athletics.

M

by Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor

Athletically. Bernard White
had what it takes to play football for a Division I college,
but academically, he did not.
White graduated from Brashear High School in Pittsburgh, Pa., with a 1.81 grade
point average.
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association stipulates
that incoming freshmen athletes at a Division I college
must have a 2.0 grade point
average in order to be eligible
as a freshman. White said
Division I schools showed interest in him, but once they
learned of his GPA, they lost
interest
"I didn't have a learning
disability." White said. "My
main problem was I war <ust
thinking of having fun. I was
not sure what direction I
wanted to go. Part of the problem was growing up in a
ghetto without a father."
White said it was football
that made him realize be
needed an education. In
grades 11 and 12, he began to
improve his grades. But the
troubles he had in earlier
years kept his GPA below the
requirement.
BECAUSE OF his troubles
in Brasnear, White attended
Ventura Junior College in California. He earned a 2.4 GPA
in his one and one-half years
there. Once he earned the neccesary GPA, Division I
schools rekindled their interest.
Schools such as San Diego
State, University of Hawaii,
Long Beach State and other
west coast schools showed interest in him.
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The University was the only
eastern school that expressed
interest in White and, because
it was closest to his hometown,
he turned down schools in the
west.
"My mom wanted to see me
play,'' White said. "She's been
a real inspiration to me. She's
been through some hectic
times with me. We're just like
brother and sister."
White is studying criminal
justice, but gala he is unsure
what he will do when he graduates. Regardless of his future, he is enjoying the best of
both academic and athletic
worlds at the University.
In his first season at the
University, the tailback
gained 1,036 yards in 240 carries. White led the team in

1
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receptions and touchdowns
with 96 and IS, respectively.
HE IS only the third player
in the nation to catch SO or
more passes and rush for
more than 1,000 yards.
For bis athletic efforts,
White earned first team allMid American Conference
honors. Football head coach
Denny Stolz called White the
most complete back he has
coached at the University.
"School and football are my
two priorities in life," White
said. "No matter how long it
takes, I'm going to get my
degree. I won't be playing
football forever."
In earning his degree, White
will prove a few of his Pittsburgh peers wrong; they did

not foresee him becoming a
success.
"All a man needs is a little
confidence," White said.
"Now it (school work) comes
easy to me and it's kind of fun.
I think I'm kind of blessed. I
was pretty ignorant and naive
to a lot of things.
"A lot of people don't know
what it's like in the ghetto," he
said. "It's a learning experience. You can take the man
out of tne gnetto, but you can't
take the ghetto out of the
man."
Tomorrow: A look at former
University hockey players
who returned to school, either
to continue or finish their education.
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-EditorialTrustees idea smart
They knew what they were doing.
When the Board of Trustees voted on the
University Investment Policy in 1969, the members
of the Board may have known there would be
problems if investments were made in non-federally supported organizations or companies.
The University's policy states "... the Treasurer
(is) authorized to invest inactive funds in securities
issued by and constituting direct obligations of the
United States ..."
Ilse Thomas, manager of University Investments, said, "We do not invest money in companies
having anything to do with other countries." Students should realize that Thomas was making
reference to Ohio State University's problem with
its investments. Students at the Columbus institution are protesting OSU's investments in companies doing business in South Africa.
If Ohio House Bill 22 is approved, OSU will have
to divest its money from all companies doing
business in South Africa. This bill would make it
illegal for a state institution to invest in companies
doing business there.
We believe the University's policy is an excellent
one and should not be changed - unless the change
would create further stipulations on University
investments.
Why should the University invest in something
that could lose money?
With the policy the way it is, this is not possible the government guarantees everything we invest
in.
The money being invested comes from the general fund - a fund that "pays all the bills on this
campus," Thomas said. The bills it pays include
faculty and administrative salaries, electric and
heating bills and "anything else that pops up."
The 1969 policy was a good investment.

by Art Buchwald

"Hear ye, hear ye. In the case
of the American taxpayers vs.
Ed Meese's lawyers, the court is
now is session.
"Proceed."
"Your honor, as counsel for
the American taxpayers I hold
in my hand a bill for legal services for (721,000. We believe this
is too high a price to pay to make
sure the next Attorney General
of the United States is not a
crook."
"Objection."
"Sustained. Counsel will stick
with the facts."
"The facts, your honor, are
that Mr. Meese's attorneys
charged my clients $250 an hour
to defend him against charges of
conflict of interest in helping get
government jobs for individuals
who loaned turn money. We feel
these fees are totally out of line
with President Reagan's vow to
cut spending in the government.
"Objection, your honor. President Reagan's political promises have nothing to do with my
client's legal fees."
"Sustained. Counsel will refrain from mentioning Mr. Reagan unless it has something to do
with the case."
"There isn't a lawyer in
America worth $250 an hour,
your honor..."
"Objection, your honor. Counsel has no right to decide what
lawyers are worth."
"Let's see where he's going

Life has its oddities
step in it."

•Have you ever wondered
why a night guard asks you your
own phone number when you
A prescription from the walk in late? How many of you
doctor ...
call yourselves?
• There is an art, or rather a
• Rumor has it that prominent
knack, to flying. The knack lies scientists have discovered that
in knowing how to throw oneself at one time the human foot
at the ground and miss.
ended in one large toe... it was
• Have you ever wondered only through repeated accidenwhy the earth is flat at the tal collisions with chair and tapoles? One arguably extra-ter- ble legs late at night that it
restrial night guard suggests evolved into its present condithat this is due to the constant tion.
pressure applied by the wing
• Power of the Press! ... I
nuts, which can be clearly seen recently quoted a certain Mass
on any desktop model of the Communications instructor in
globe.
this space; last week that same
teacher made a rather incrimi• From a Psychology 201 pro- nating reference to a Robin Wilfessor, discussing his very own liams tape, but quickly followed
personal experience with child it with, "And if anybody here
care: "When my son gets rest- writes a column for the BG
less, either you throw him up a News and is planning on quoting
few times, or he throws up on me on that... please don't!"
you a few times."
• As promised: the first in a
• That same 201 teacher was hopefully regular installment of
recently involved in this rather humorous door signs ...
bizarre exchange with a stu• "Beam me up, Scotty,
dent: "OK, let's talk about con- there's no Intelligent life down
ditioned responses. What do you here."
do when a piece of food gets
• "There is intelligent life on
caught in your throat?" The earth ... but I'm just visiting."
obvious response, thought one
• "Due to lack of interest,
student, was "Die."
tomorrow has been canceled."
• "If at first, you don't suc• From the "I'm-not-quite- ceed, try out for second base."
sure-this-actually-happened"
And this week's classic ...
department ... It was 3 a.m.
• "If you love something, set it
recently when my roommate free; if it comes back to you, it's
and I were awakened by a knock yours. If it doesn't, hunt it down
at the door. A young gentleman and kill it."
neither of us had ever seen in
our lives had stooped in to inRunning out of time ...
quire, "You wouldn't happen to
Running out of space...
have a protractor, would you?"
Running out of ideas!!!
While my reply was something
So, until next time, take life
along the lines of a bleary-eyed easy, study hard, and remem"snxlzft?," my fuzzy-minded ber, never try to teach a pig to
roommie offered back, "No, I'm sing. . .it wastes your time, and
sorry, but we do have some it annoys the pig.
excellent Cheez-whiz if that
would be of any help."
Mike "Doc" Doherty, a freshby Doc Doherty

with his argument.
"The Justice Department policy - a policy I hope Mr. Meese
will continue - has a ceiling of
$75 an hour on what a private
lawyer can charge in a government case. Why doesn't it apply
in this case?"
"Your honor, the Ethics In
Government Act, under which
Mr. Meese was investigated,
places no restrictions on hourly
rates. If a self-respecting lawyer
in Washington charged less than
$250 an hour he would become
the laughingstock of the capital."
"It is so noted. Counsel for the
taxpayers will continue."
"Thank you, sir. American
taxpayers resent the fact that
Mr. Meese's attorneys are socking it to them. I wonder if
learned counsel would submit a
$721,000 bill if they knew Mr.
Meese was paying it out of his
own pocket.
"Objection. That is a theoretical question."
"Sustained."
"Your honor, counsel for Mr.
Meese has charged my clients
$250 an hour for conversations
with the press over a period of
five and one-half months. Why
should the taxpayer pay for attorneys' meetings with reporters?^
"I can answer that, your
honor. Mr. Meese was being
tried in the press as well as
investigated by the special prosecutor. It was necessary to insure accurate reporting of
allegations against him, or else

TUEWcUNOntJ LA80CEO At-© BCCXXyWr FOerW U MEESE

Meese would take over the Justice Department under a dark
cloud. It's in the taxpayers' interest to have a U.S. Attorney
General who is squeaky clean."
"Your honor, just because Mr.
Meese was cleared of criminal
charges against him doesn't
necessarily make him qualified
to be Attorney General. What
about his bad judgment?"

We all saw the fliers, table
tents, and blackboard notices.THE GREAT DEBATE:
CREATION VS. EVOLUTION.
The great debate is staged at
universities every year, tor the
Scopes trial did not resolve the
issue. The debate pits our two
greatest sources of knowledge,
science and religion, against
each other. Neither does very
well in the other's territory.
Tragically, the debate between science and religion is
centuries old. I would like to
suggest a source of hope. In the
last two centuries or so, researchers have been digging
into that cloudy region of miracle and intangible mystery. The
science is called parapsychology and encompasses research
in near death experiences,
deathbed visions, apparitions,
ESP and other psychic phenomena. In one sense, the research
is not like, say, chemical research, because people have
parapsychological experiences
at odd times, not regularly and
predictably like chemical reaction which will always be the
same under the same condi-

tions. In another sense though,
the research is empirical. Alternative hypotheses are weighed
and natural explanations are
given their due.
On Friday, February 22, at
3:30 p.m. in the Honors Center
(in the basement of Kreischer
Quad Cafeteria), Rev. George
Hover will be giving a presentation and leading a discussion on
parapsychology and religion. He
is a full-time marriage and family therapist and a part-time
minister at a Methodist church
near Toledo. The program is a
part of the Honors Student Association's Ethical Issues Series.
It is free and all are welcome.
Leni Hover
309 North Hall

Wade and USG,
this one's too much
Congratulations to Bob
Wade for leading the USG into
one of the biggest follies they
have yet to attempt to pull off.
Passing a constitution which
gave students' rights we never
knew were being withheld
struck me as humorous, the idea

-EfcUy Ue. UO^JAHC

of waiting in yet another line to
obtain a picture I.D. annoyed
me, but the notion to raise our
undergraduate fees so you "may
be more accountable to the students" just plain pisses me off.
Maybe, Mr. Wade, you and the
rest of the USG have forgotten
that the U.S. government has
just cut student loans. You may
also have overlooked that fact
that undergraduate costs have
went from approximately
$800/semester in 1962 to approximately $950 for the current semester. Perhaps most of you do
not have to depend upon scholloans, and working
i jobs to put yourselves
_ i college but I and many
others do. I for one can think of
several ways to better spend my
money than letting the USG play
with it by paying for expenses
for members to attend conferences, employing a full-time
secretary, ana especially lobbying. For God's sake, what does
the USG need money to lobby

Pelrlcai Hitter
Geoflrey Barnard
TaraaaParraffi
Benevmi Mamaon
Marc Da**
Slav* Guam
Suaan Coaa
UnaHorwadal
DenMeErwin

Mr. Wade, if you and the USG
can convince the undergraduates of BGSU that this fee
increase is valid, you not only
deserve to be given a degree in
political science but you will

.

also have earned yourself a position at the Pentagon convincing
the tax-paying public that they
need $400 hammers and $460
toilet seats in order to be free
from the invasion of Communists. You have succeeded with
me, Mr. Wade, in obtaining respect for the USG and making it
quite clear that you are indeed a
''governing body" to be dealt
with, and one in which to participate. For if we the students do
not participate with the USG you
will surely get away with whatever other insane ideas you
have. Perhaps this will be a good
lesson for myself and others,
that the apathetic attitude that
the USG so often claims we have
must be changed. Be assured
Mr. Wade that if this fee increase does get approved, I and
many others will "make USG
members accountable."
Daniel S. Torok
OCMBS928

Complaint got results
This is in regard to my letter
that appeared in the Feb. 15
edition of the BG News concerning the sweater I bought from Et
Cetera Clothing Store. I just
wanted to let everyone know
that Et Cetera has corrected
their mistake by apologizing and
giving me full credit for the
sweater I bought. I hope if there
are any students that ever get
into a position similar to mine
that they will take the initiative
to stand up for their rights as I
did.
Karen Stevens
48 Haven House

Plow on-campus lots
From what we have seen, the
University plowing crew manages to keep the commuter
parking lots fairly free of snow
accumulation. Great! However,
the same services are not extended to the on-campus student
parking lots. We realize that it
would be nearly impossible to
plow the on-campus Tots during
the week, but on weekends these
lots are virtually empty. So, why
cant the empty spaces be
plowed during the weekends? It
was frustrating enough to get
people to help us dig out our cars
Friday. It was even more frustrating to return on Sunday and
find that the on-campus lots
were still knee-deep with snow
and ice.
We hope that we won't have to
wait until the spring thaw before
the snow is cleared away in our
on-campus lots. After all, moving one car should not have to be
a team effort!

man from Bowling Green, has
finally made the decision not to
double-major in physics and biochemistry.
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"Objection. Mr. Meese's bad
judgment has nothing to do with
our legal bill."
"Your honor, I say it does. If
Mr. Meese didn't show such
extraordinarily bad judgment in
the first place, the taxpayer
would not be stuck for $721,000."

Letters
Catch this speech

Notes from the doctor

• Bumper snicker of the week:
"Directions to Toledo... North
until you smell it, stop when you

Meese's defense robbed U.S.

REAGtVJ ADMIKJiSTRtfTiOM TO CUT OR EuMIMATC STUDENT LOlVlS.-WBUS ITEM

Liada Goodrich

Ellea Brandon

MS Offenhaner East
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Yum Yum Tree
branch grows
ferent from the North Main
store. "Walk-in traffic, as people realize the store is open, is
very exciting," she said.
Sne said she hopes the store
will attract University students;
she encourages student feedback concerning the selection of
merchandise available at the
store.

by Teresa TaranrJno
staff reporter

The next time you get an
uncontrollable urge to treat
yourself to a calorie-laden chocolate delicacy, satisfy your
craving at a new store that has
opened uptown.
The Yum Yum Tree, located
at 181 S. Main St., has the answer to your stomach's rumblings.

Though the second location
has been open just over a week,
Jesionowski does not plan to
have an official grand opening
until the middle of Marcn. She
said the next few weeks will be
used to organize merchandise
and work out any problems that
may arise.

The opening of the store last
Monday marked the second
Bowling Green location for Marilyn Jesionowski, who owns and
operates both Yum Yum Tree
stores.

Card Shop
Peggi Batt, freshman fashion merchandising major, looks for cards

BG News/Joe Phelan
at the Yum Yum Tree, 181 S. Main St., to send to her parents who both
will be having birthdays soon.

The store features Gorant
Candy which is available in a
variety of shapes and flavors.
Chocolate in the shape of anything from teddy bears to the
letters of the alphabet, to sports
equipment to calculators can be
purchased. Also available is a
wide variety of hard candy.
The store also features the
complete line of Hallmark
cards, in addition to several
other card lines.

Jesionowski said she chose
the downtown location for the
second store because of the
availability to the campus and
the residents of Bowling Green
who do not have the opportunity
to get to the store's outer location at 1060 N. Main St., in the
BG Shopping Center.
JESIONOWSKI SAID the
downtown location is very dif-
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DAYTONA BEACH
GOERS:

1

| Hours
I Mon,-9:30-5:00
|T,W,TH,-9:30-6:30

■ Frl. -9:30-7:00
I Sat. -9:30-4:00

I

Do.1

not
Include
shampoo

Final payments are due tomorrow.
Feb. 22 by 5:00 in the UAO office.

THE HAIR REPAIR
"Where qumllly comet tint"
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center
Lois
Leah
Suzle

352-2566

I

Mandatory informational mooting
Tuesday, Kant 5.9:00 p.m. Brand
Ballroom, union.

CHARITIES WEEK
sponsored by

COMMUTER OFFCAMPUS ORGANIZATION
"Go-fer" Sale - TODAY
Thurs., Feb. 21, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Main Lounge, Basement, Moseley Hall
Come & bid for lots of different items!
Auctioneer - Dr. Jeff Gordon
Proceeds go to the Special Olympics.

=**=

1440 E. Court

PUFF'S
PIZZA

352-1596

3 FREE COKES
with a large two item
or more Pizza
FREE DELIVERY

Going South For
Spring Break?
Get your summer barings nowWhether you're a
sun soaker or
serious swimmer.
See our selection of
SWIMSUITS in
solids-stripes- prints
one and 2 pc.
Reasonably Priced
From $17 to 528
Dke Pou,Jer Puff

525 tti.lr St.

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
1985-86 Employee Selection
All students interested in employment at the SRC
should take note of the following dates:

February 25
Feb. 28, March 1
March 4

March 19,20,21
March 26

Applications available at Student Recreation
Center at 7:00 a.m. (300 applications available)
Screening of applications at SRC by staff and
student employee board
All applicants must return to the Student
Recreation Center (no calls please)-those selected will sign up for an interview time on the
19th, 20th, & 21st.
Interviews held at SRC
Names of 1985-86 (beginning Fall '85) Employees will be posted at the SRC and Student
Employment.

Call Michelle Rolston with questions. (372-2711)

Your Business Prof will tell you that LOCATION
is the single most important element in Real Estate.
Your friends (and our residents) will tell you how
nice it is to live in a location only three minutes
from Classrooms, the Ad Building, Student Book
Exchange, Clothing Store, Mark's Pizza Pub, University Cleaners, Dorseys Drugs, Sterling Convenience
Store, Banks and many other businesses.
Other Apartment Owners have told us CAMPUS
MANOR is the PREMIER LOCATION for student off-campus living.
We will tell you that CAMPUS MANOR is a great place to live.
Visit CAMPUS MANOR •• the close-by apartments.

OFFICE - 505 Clough Street, B-15
PHONE - 352-9302
24 hours answering service
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Moving off campus involves
decision-making, planning
by Palrtcia Luplca
reporter

Most students should know
that the decision to move offcampus for the first time involves early planning.
Area realtors offer advice on
experiences the students may
encounter when they move offcampus. They said there are
many things to consider when
selecting an apartment.
The first thing to decide is
where you want to live.
"Students should have a definite idea of where they want to
be located - either the west or
east side of campus, and they
should shop early so they can
Bet a location they want,"
;uth Ann Beverson, office
manager of University Village
Apartments, 1520 Clough St.,
said.
According to Mary Fawcett,
president ofNewlove Management, 107 N. Main St., students
can go about finding an apartment by first getting a brochure with descriptions of the
apartments in it.
Getting a brochure is a good
idea because it tells the customer what is available and
what apartments and houses
are already rented, Fawcett
said.
AFTER THE students have
reviewed the brochure and

found an apartment they like,
they should go to the present
tenant (s) and ask to see the
rrtment. "The students
ild ask questions of the
present tenants because they
(present tenants) will be very
honest with them. We will not
let students sign a lease unless
they have seen the apartment," Fawcett said.
If the students are pleased
with an apartment, they
should fill out a rental application which requires basic information about the student, such
as personal references and information of who to contact in
case of an emergency.
"It's like a credit application for students who have
never rented before from us,"
Fawcett said.
Beverson said, "Students
should be expected to read the
lease and decide if they can
live up to it or not before they
sign it."
Fawcett said that after the
student has filled out the rental
application and signed the
lease, the student should then
be prepared to pay the security
deposit which is due about two
weeks after the lease is signed.
The security deposit averages
$100 a person. At the end of the
rental term, the security deposit is returned unless there is
damage done to the apartment
or furniture.

BEVERSON SAID students
should be prepared to bring
more items with them than
they did in the dorms. She said
students will need a toaster, an
iron, a vacuum cleaner,
kitchen appliances and household items. A television and
stereo are optional items.
The benefits of living offcampus are numerous.
"Students experience more
freedom to come and go as
they please because there is no
monitor around telling them
what to do," Beverson said.
"Students have to be mature
enough to set their own
guidelines and rules and manage their own finances and
their study and party time."
In addition to the rent payments, students should be prepared to pay for the telephone,
electric, utilities, and optional
cablevision bills, Beverson
said.
Fawcett said the rent can be
paid in one large sum in the
beginning of each semester,
similar to the way the University bills for housing. The student may choose to pay in
monthly payments.
Students have the option of
getting renter's insurance to
cover their stereos, televisions
and other possessions. Renter's insurance costs about $100
annually.

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
*Heat *Water
*Cable
"Trash Removal
All included
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF
LEASE
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31

Minority rights addressed
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

Negative feelings between minority groups and University
administrators resulted in the
creation of the University's Human Relations Commission in
1979.
At that time, minority students held a sit-in at University
President Hollis Moore's office
and demanded that such an organization be established to develop a plan to stop racial and
sexual harassment.
Rolando Andrade, chair of the
HRC, said although problems
with discrimination are not as
talked about on campus now as
in 1979, "There's still a lot underneath that needs to be cleared
up."
He said this is obvious by
sexist and racist feelings expressed by students in their
"Fiti on desks and in resAndrade, also an associate
professor of ethnic studies, said
the 19-member commission,
composed of faculty, staff and
students, is working to change
these negative attitudes.

"OUR GOAL is to sensitize
the campus to the rights of human beings: of minorities, females and whites. Every
student has rights," be said.
"We're hoping to make them
aware they nave rights and
there is a place they can take
their concerns."
Students who feel their rights
have been violated can call the
HRC hotline at 372-2140 during
University hours, 8 a.m to 5 p.m.
Calls are confidential, Andrade
said.
The Human Rights Committee, a branch of the commission,
listens to about 10 cases each
Sear at the University on violaons of human rights, Andrade
said. He said he heard cases
from foreign students, the gay
community and the African People's Union as chair of the Human Rights Committee from
198244.
The committee serves people
with discrimination complaints
in an advisory capacity.
"We direct them to the Affirmative Action office, to Faculty
Senate, and to the Student
Courts," Andrade said. "We try
to have hearings."

Andrade said the HRC has no
guaranteed powers, though it is
appointed by the University
president.
"WE HAVE no power. Our
only power is moral power and
we report to the president and
can ask him to do something
about problems," Andrade said
The commission's programming committee helped plan the
Feb. 28 lecture by James Meredith for Black History Month.
Meredith, the first black to enroll at the University of Mississippi in 1962. will speak at 7:30
p.m. in US Education Building.
Andrade said the University
HRC is not to be confused with
the Bowling Green Human Relations Commission, a city group
working toward similar goals.
The only connection between the
two is that the chair of the University HRC also becomes an ad
hoc member of the Bowline
Green HRC.
The Bowline Green HRC will
have a workshop on "Racism,
What is it?" today from 7:30-9
p.m. in the Council Chambers in
the City Actainistrative Services Building, 304 N. Church St.

More studies needed

Clove cigarettes risky
by Jim Nleman
staff reporter

Clove cigarettes may cause
more immediate injury to your
lungs than regular cigarettes,
according to the American Lung
Association (ALA).
Because the cigarettes are
relatively new to the United
States, no direct links between
lung problems and clove cigarettes have been established,
Janet Bruggeman said. Bruggeman is the executive director of
the Toledo branch of the ALA.
Concern over clove cigarettes
intensified when an Orange
County, California youth died
shortly after smoking one, Bruggeman said. The teenager was
recovering from the flu at the
time. It was suggested that
smoking the clove cigarette lead

to an accumulation of fluids in
his lungs, lung scarring and
eventual death, she said.
Clove cigarettes are imported
from Indonesia and contain a
mixture of 60 percent tobacco
and 40 percent ground clove,
clove oils and other additives.
They are similar to regular cigarettes In the tar, nicotine and
carbon monoxide which are inhaled when smoked, Bruggeman said.
"We feel that there should be
some more formal study of it
(the clove cigarette)," Bruggeman said.
EACH PACK of eight to ten
cigarettes costs from $1.70 to
$2.25, an employee of The Smoker's Inn at Southwyck Mall in
Toledo, said. They have been a
steady seller since they were

first introduced a few years ago.
"They last an awfully long
time," Joe, a University senior
who didn't wish to be identified,
said. He liked to smoke them
because of the taste. "They're
kind of mellow and they smell
good," he said.
"The taste isn't that bad,"
Paul Dakoske, a sophomore video communications sales marketing major, said. He described
the taste as being cool and
minty.
"You catch a little buzz off
them because they constrict the
blood vessels going to the
brain," Dakoske said. Both Dakoske and Joe bad both beard of
the California youth's death. Dakoske does not smoke them anymore, but not for health reasons
- he simply got tired of the taste.

Locations available just 6 blocks from campus
400 E. Napoleon

352-9135

9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment

1 - Letter
2 ■ Lttttrj
3 - Letters

pun guards
Priced from
$12 00 and up

CROWN SET PEARL

Downtown
163 S. Main

1 L,tt,r

•
Crown Set PeerT
2-Letttn PnceHrom
3-Letters $68.50
10K YtUOW OOID
Come In and MO our complete line
of Fraternity — Sorority Jewelry.

352-2595

has specials that everyone can afford!
Monday ■

All U can eat chicken s495
Mexican Food
Tuesday ■ Italian Night $495
(a complete meal)
Entrees vary
Mon.-Sat. - Lite Bite Meals $495
Sauteed Shrimp or Frog legs
Stuffed Chicken Breast
Teriyaki Beef
Soup and Salad Bar
and More!
Early Bird Fare 4-6 p.m. Monday-Thursday
reduced prices on many entrees
Come as you are!
We're the friendliest place in town!

•O«0 OF HACK CU.TWUU ACTlVmM
CAMHMI AMOCUnOM

down mwntfiw

ENJOY GOOD LIVING WITH
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone 352-9378

835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00 • 4:30

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT-8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Monday - Friday

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted 8 furnished
Gat heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only lights
lots of closet spoce
1 1/2 bath

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which
has been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

• Sun Lamps

• Shower massage

• Metos Sauna

* Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished
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Thatcher speaks
WASHINGTON (AP) Amid extraordinary security precautions, British
Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher cautioned Congress yesterday that the
Soviet Union will attempt
to divide the West during
nuclear arms control talks
and warned "we should not
expect too much too soon"
from the negotiations.
Echoing a theme
sounded by President Reagan, Thatcher said, "Let us
be under no illusions: It is
our strength and not their
goodwill that has brought
the Soviet Union to the negotiating table in Geneva."

the streets around the Capitol.
Inside the building,
Thatcher denounced the Irish Republican Army as
"the enemies of democracy
and of freedom, too." She
said she and Irish Prime
Minister Garret Fitzgerald
are united in seeking a political solution to the problems of Northern Ireland.
Urging Americans not to
give financial aid to the
IRA, she said the money
"is used the buy the deaths
of Irishmen, north and
south of the border."
Reiterating her support
of U.S. research on a f'Star
Wars" shield in space
Thatcher was the first against nuclear weapons,
British prime minister to the prime minister said,
address a joint meeting of "The United States must
the House and Senate since not fall behind the work
Winston Churchill did so on being done by the Soviet
Jan. 17, 1952. After her Union."
speech, which was interEven so, a British official
rupted 24 times by ap- who accompanied
plause, she went to the Thatcher, speaking only on
White House to confer with condition he not be identiReagan on arms control, fied, said Thatcher "draws
America's huge budget def- a clear distinction" beicit and the soaring U.S. tween research and actual
dollar.
deployment, and feels that
The ornate House cham- deployment must be subber was packed by mem- ject to negotiations with
bers of the Senate and Moscow.
House, assembled in a joint
WHILE REAGAN HAS
meeting, and members of held out the hope that "Star
the Cabinet and diplomatic Wars" will lead to the abocorps. Behind her sat Vice lition of all nuclear weapPresident George Bush and ons, Thatcher sounded a
House Speaker Thomas different theme, quoting
(Tip) O'Neill Jr.
from Churchill's 1952 address to Congress: "Be
ON THE STREETS out- careful above all things not
side, an estimated 500 dem- to let go of the atomic
onstrators shouted, "IRA - weapon until you are sure,
All the Way," and "Mag- and more than sure, that
gie, Maggie, Maggie - Out. other means of preserving
out, out/' Some carried the peace are in your
signs reading, "Victory to hands."
the IRA" and "IRA FreeShe added, "Thirty-three
dom Fighters."
years on, those weapons
Armed security police, are still keeping the
posted 10 feet apart, lined peace."

Buckeye Room Special

i

Saturday & Sunday (fe1^
1 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Bowl
,*
All You Can in 2V& hours for $2.00
per person 4 persons to a lane
Free shoes
Billiards
2V2 hours at $1.50 per Table
Old Milwaukee on tap

Senators threaten filibuster
over confirmation of Meese
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
White House, awaiting confirmation at last for embattled Attorney Generaldesignate Edwin Meese HI,
implored farm state senators
yesterday to "get down to the
business of voting" on the
nomination.
Faced with unwavering
threats of filibuster by senators demanding legislation
to ease a farm credit crunch.
President Reagan's chief
spokesman declared the administration has enough
votes to confirm Meese and
said "we're adamant" that
the Senate act.
Senate Majority Leader
Robert Dole charged that
senators threatening to delay
the confirmation vote were
engaging in "blackmail" to
get an emergency farm bill
passed. He hinted he might
keep the Senate in session
continuously until the deadlock is broken.
But Sen. David Boren, DOkla.. vowed there would be
no retreat.
"We intend to delay action
on other matters," Boren
said in a floor speech. ". . .
The motive is simply our
strong concern about the agricultural economy."
Said Sen. David Pryor, DArk: "The question of the
merits of the nomination is
for another day. It's a question of priorities. The farm
crisis is a noose around the

neck of the economy of this
country."
ALTHOUGH HIS
HARSHEST critics have conceded that Meese's confirmation is inevitable, despite
recurring questions about his
ethics and qualifications, the
legislative brouhaha over the
farm issue posed yet another
obstacle in his path to the
Justice Department.
White House spokesman
Larry Speakes told reporters: "To hold the Meese
nomination hostage for farm
legislation is just not the way
to do business. We want the
Meese nomination to come
forward and be voted on, so
the new attorney general can
take office."
Speakes said Reagan considers a farm debt package
already announced by the
administration adequate to
deal with the crisis in farm
credit. The package offers
$650 million or more in loan
guarantees for struggling
farmers whose banks agree
to offer some relief to debtors.

They just have a sheet of
paper with points on it... I
don't believe we can pass a
list of ideas."
Boren had said earlier,
"We have to have some leverage, and frankly, we don't
see any other place where we
could get the kind of leverage
we're getting on this." He

said there was "nothing personal' ' in his attempt to block
the confirmation vote, noting
that he supports Meese.
Among those siding with
Boren and Pryor in the
threat to filibuster were
Sens. J. James Exon, DNeb.: Carl Levin, D-Mich.;
and Albert Gore Jr., D-Tenn.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE!!
129S3 KRAMER RD
— B.O. —
BG* LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

352-7031

DOLE MAINTAINED,
"there is a lot of posturing
going on" on the farm credit
bill, which is holding up a
multibillion-dollar interstate
bill as well as the Meese
nomination.
"Blackmail - that's not a
solution." said Dole, R-Kan.
"They don't even have a bill.

[MasterCard

Greyhound gives
tneFalcons
a break on

(Enter the Union on North end of Building next to Prout)

a

EIGHTH STREET
APARTMENTS
803-815 Eighth Street
'CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'2 Bedrooms
' Furnished and unfurnished
'Air Conditioned
'Gas heat
' Laundry facilities
' $265-5300 per month
' interest on security deposits for
leases signed before March 31

RIDGE MANOR<
APARTMENTS
519 Ridge
' 2 Bedrooms
' Furnished Townhouse Apartments
'Gas beat
'CLOSE TO CAMPUS
'Laundry facilities
•Garbage disposals
" From $385-5460 per month

GREENBRIARAPARTMENTS
215 E. Poe Rd.
'
'
'
"

1 bedroom-furnished & unfurnished $195-5260
Efficiencies-furnished & unfurnished $165-5180
Laundry facilities available
Electric heat

GREENBRIAR

224LWootter

Round trip. Anywhere Greyhound goes.
This spring break, if you and your friends are
thinking about heading to the slopes, the beach or
just home for a visit, Greyhound can take you there.
For only $99 or less, round trip.
Starting February 15, all you do is show us your
college student I.D. card when you purchase your
ticker Your ticket will then be good for travel tor

15 days from the date of purchase.
So this spring break, get a real break. Go anywhere Greyhound goes Tor $99 or less.
For more information, call Greyhound.
Musi prcsenl a valid i<*ege student 1.1). card upon purchase No other discounts
apply. Tickets are non transferal* and good lor travel on Greyhound Lines, Inc.,
and other participating carriers. Certain restrictions apply. Oner effective
2 I 5-85. Offer limited. Not valid in Canada

HK

GO GREYHOUND
And leare the driving to us.

01985 Greyhound Lines, Inc
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Dayton refuses Soviets

Fertility versus money

Bill offers sterilization
COLUMBUS (AP) - Welfare mothers under 30 would
get a one-time payment of
$3,000 to undergo voluntary
sterilization under a bill introduced yesterday in the
Ohio House.
Rep. John Galbraith, RMaumee, said his proposal although sure to be controversial- represents an effort
"to stem ever-increasing
welfare costs" while deprivno one of the right to Dear
Under the proposal, only
mothers already on Aid For
Dependent Children rolls
would qualify for the onetime payment which would
be made after they underwent "tubal ligation" suras defined in federal
iicaid statutes.
Galbraith said the cost of
the surgery is covered by
Medicaid.
Although he said he is amenable to changes in his bill,
Galbraith said he settled on a
$3,000 payment because it is
roughly equal to the costs of
childbirth and its related expenses, including prenatal
care.
The savings that would

come by not constantly adding to the ADC rolls would be
"very significant although
undeterminable," he predicted.
Galbraith said the number
of ADC recipients in Ohio
grew from 104,686 in 1960 to
298,087 in 1970 and to 678,083
in 1984. Costs increased from
$32.2 million in 1960 to $742.9
million last year, he said.
"THE GROWTH OF ADC
has been phenomenal, and
next to nothing has been done
to retard it. We seem to have
accepted it, almost like the
national debt," said Galbraith, a 10-term veteran of the
House.
The Lucas County attorney, in response to questions,
said he realizes there may be
moral concerns about his
bill, and that some teen-agers may be enticed by the
money to make decisions
they would later regret.
"That's the main issue,"
he said, adding that if the bill
reaches the hearing stage in
the Democrat-controlled
House, he hopes it will be
fully aired.
Galbraith, a longtime ad-

DAYTON (AP) - Members of the Dayton Council
on World Affairs who invited a Soviet diplomat to
speak to them will have to
travel 40 miles to hear the
speech because Dayton is
off limits to Soviet officials,
a council official said yesterday.
Sergey Rogov, the first
secretary of the Soviet Embassy in Washington, and a
member of the Institute of
the United States and Canada in Moscow, is scheduled to speak at 8 p.m.
today at the Kings Island
Inn at Mason.
His appearance is sponsored by the Dayton Council on World Affairs and the
University of Dayton's Center for International Studies.
The speech, which offers
a Soviet perspective on
United States-Soviet relations, will not be delivered
in Dayton "because of re-

vocate of freedom of choice
on the abortion issue,
stressed that his goal is to cut
welfare costs: "I'm not telling anybody what they
should do."
THE AMERICAN CIVIL
LIBERTIES Union of Ohio
immediately announced its
opposition to Galbraith's bill,
on constitutional and other
grounds.
ACLU Executive Director
Benson Wolman said the
measure singles out mothers
and does not mention men
"and therefore is patently
unconstitutional because ft
discriminates on the basis of
sex."
Wolman also said the measure addresses only one class
of the population - the poor "and asks them to trade their
sexuality for money."
He said the bill might have
some merit if it provided for
the state to pay for the sterilization of anyone who requested it, or even tax
credits for those who volunteer.
"But that's a substantial
difference from what's in
this Mil," he said.

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
LARGE APARTMENTS

• Two bathrooms • Garbage disposal
• Dishwasher • Laundry facilities available
-Plenty of extra storage spaceLocated on corner of S. College and 6th

Call 352-3841, 12-4 p.m. or 354-2260
John Newlove, Real Estate
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DELTA ZETA
Proudly Announces
Their New Officers
President
Patti Hanna
1st V.P.-Rush
Dana Johnson
2nd V.P.-Pledge
Tamara Nault
Recording Secretary
Wendy Gajarsky
Corresponding Secretary Amy Otto
Treasurer
Laura Badal
Rec. & Efficiency
Martha Haskins
Sr. Panhel
Mary Beth Hottois
Historian
Jennifer Turney
Guards
Kellee Rohy
Kelly McGough
Asst. Rush
Susan Grimes
Asst. Pledge
Beth Barrett
Asst. Treasurer
Barb Notardonato
Jr. Panhel
Terri Gilliland
Social Chairman
Debbi Cooper
Asst. Social-DZ
Amy Piesen
Asst. Social-Campus
Colleen Vaugn
Scholarship Chairman Denise Hartzell
Standards Chairman
Jennie Anderson
Activities Chairman
Linda Oberlin
a Intramurals Chairman Marcy Kline
Philanthropy Chairman Pam Anderson
Sorority Education
Jane Maschari
House Manager
Melissa Frizell
Alumnae Chairman
Nancy Schopps
Laura Wilson
8 Volleyball Chairman
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ciprocal agreements" between the two nations, said
Pamela Pease, executive
director of the Dayton
Council on World Affairs.
Pease said she believes
Dayton's proximity to
Wright Patterson Air Force
Base is the reason the city
is off limits.
State Department officials were not immediately
available for comment.
"Twenty years ago,
about 30 percent of the
USSR was closed to U.S.
official personnel, and we
closed 30 percent of the
U.S.," Pease said. "Since
then, we've negotiated.
Both sides are down to 20
percent closed areas."
THE WARREN COUNTY
site in Mason is not off
limits, Pease said.
Pease said speech organizers could have tried to
obtain an exemption to allow Rogov to appear in
Dayton. But she said the

exemption process would
likely nave been more timeconsuming than finding another location for the
speech.
Rogov's speech is the second in the council's 1985
series of talks dealing with
American-Soviet relations.
Next Thursday. Leo Gruliow, founder and editor of
the Current Digest of Soviet
Press, is scheduled to
speak. A former State Department official who
helped orchestrate the
Camp David accords is
slated to speak March 14,
and a March 26 half-day
forum is scheduled on arms
control and security issues.
The series will end later
this spring, when Thomas
Watson, former U.S. ambassador to the USSR and
the founder and chairman
of the board of IBM Corp.,
speaks.
All of the later speeches
are scheduled for Dayton.

Reagan plan would cut
federal revenue sharing
COLUMBUS (AP)-Ohio's
local governments stand to
lose about $170 million a year
in federal revenue sharing
funds unless Congress rejects President Reagan's
Elan to cut them off, state
iwmakers were told yesterday.
The admonition came from
Rep. Marc Guthrie, D-Hebron, sponsor of a House resolution calling on Congress,
and the state's congressional
delegation in particular, to
salvage the local government revenue-sharing program.
Guthrie's proposal received its initial hearing before the House Economic
Affairs and Federal Relations Committee before the
House met briefly and
passed two routine bills, virtually ending legislative
business for the week.
Senators held no floor sessions this week, but will
return Tuesday.

Guthrie said the local government revenue sharing
program barely survived the
first year of the Reagan administration, when the federal government stopped
allocating those funds to
state governments.
Ohio's state government
lost $90 million a year as a
result, and Guthrie said he
believes this was one major
reason for the state fiscal
crunch that prompted an increase in state taxes.
GUTHRIE SAID COUNTIES, cities and townships
currently use federal revenue sharing funds for a number of
includ
ways,
department equipment, and
other expenses such as
health and human services.
In his own county, he said
$1.7 million is received annually, with more than $500,000 going to the City of
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One large 1-ttem pizza
Free Delivery
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352-3551

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS
William Shakespeare's
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Newark. Franklin County
gets $13 million, with $9 million allocated to the City of
Columbus.
Guthrie said the loss of
funds in those counties and
elsewhere creates a critical
problem because many communities already have imposed all the local taxes they
can under existing law without a vote of the people.
"I believe that we must
send a message to Washington that we oppose terminating this 'no strings attached'
program to local governments," Guthrie told the
committee.

Vision

(Continued from page 1)
Station in Toledo, said.
Baranawoski said individuals
will have to update their eyeglass prescriptions or start wearing corrective lenses.

"FAILURE TO PASS the test
with or without glasses means
no license will be issued until the
test can be passed," Baranowski
said.
"The impact on Wood County
is not evident at this point/'
Duncan said.
The screening does not mean
the minimum vision requirements for operating a motor
vechile in Ohio have been
changed, he said.
"This new law requires that
Ohio drivers demonstrate that
ability every four years, at the
time of license renewal. The
screening will also help to alert
drivers to changes or problems
in their vision," Duncan said.
The Ohio Optometric Association recommends that everyone
should have a vision examination once a year.

Booker propels
win over Eastern
by Tom Reed
sports reporter

Bowling Green guard Keith Taylor avoids pressure from Eastern
Michigan guard Percy Cooper In last night's game at Anderson

Bengals
ready to
negotiate
CINCINNATI (AP) - With his
United States Football League
contract declared void, wide receiver Cris Collinsworth flew
back to Cincinnati yesterday to
try to negotiate a new deal with
the Cincinnati Bengals.
"Hopefully this is going to be
the world's quickest negotiations, and everybody can get on
with their life and I'll be a Cincinnati Bengal again,"
Collinsworth told reporters at
the Greater Cincinnati International Airport.
Collinsworth and agent Richard Bennett were scheduled to
meet yesterday night with Bengals Assistant General Manager
Mike Brown.
Collinsworth had agreed to a
future contract with the Tampa
Bay Bandits to play the current
USFL season, But the Bandits
announced yesterday that
Collinsworth's injured left ankle
made the agreement uninsurable and therefore void.
The wide receiver made AllPro in three of his four National
Football League seasons in Cincinnati, where he's also one of
the most popular players.
"I'm really excited about it,"
he said of his chances to keep
playing for the Bengals. "I was
certainly very willing to play for
the Bandits, but I think most
people here knew I never really
had much of a desire to leave.
HE ALSO SAID the ankle,
seriously sprained at least twice
during the 1984 NFL season, has
healed.
"In the past two weeks, I've
been working out, lifting weights
and running," he said. "I feel
good and I'm ready to play right
now."
Bandits owner John Bassett
told Collinsworth he's free to
return to the NFL after Lloyds
of London said it couldn't Insure
the wide receiver against injury
to the ankle.
"We can't guarantee Cris
Collinsworth's contract, and
therefore we can't give him a
.contract," Bassett said. "I can't
say if that would be the situation
six weeks or six months from
now, but if be wants to make an
arrangement with Cincinnati,
that's up to him."
- Collinsworth received a reported $500,000 loan from Bassett when he agreed to the future
USFL contract in July 1983. The
agreement would have paid
Collinsworth a reported $3 million over five years.
The Bengals declined to reneeotiate Collinsworth's contract
i attempts to keep him in 1983,
but later showed interest in buying his USFL contract from the
Bandits.
Collinsworth said the Bengals
essentially offered to match his
USFL contract after the final
game of the 1984 NFL season,
but be and Bennett declined at
that time.
"If they offer that again, well
have a deal on the spot,"
Collinsworth said. "But you
never know with contract negotiations. Things can drag on."

BG News/Phil Masturzo
Arena. The Falcons defeated the Hurons, 72-68, for their third
straight victory. Taylor led all scorers with 25 points.

For most of the season Frank
Booker had felt as needed by Bowling Green as the last kid chosen in a
pick-up basketball game.
However, through the last three
games, the Falcons wouldn't have
won without him. Last night was no
exception as the sophomore guard
scored 20 points and added six assists in BG's 72-68 victory over Eastern Michigan in Anderson Arena.
"It's been a rough year, but tonight it feels great," Booker said.
"I m just glad I could contribute.
Every win lately has been a team
win, we have really pulled together."
Prior to last Wednesday's win
over Central Michigan, Booker had
spent much of his time riding the
Falcon bench due to a bad knee and
poor shooting. But recently, coach
John Weinert said Booker has been
a key to the Falcons' turnaround.
"We had several players play
well tonight," Weinert said. "Especially Frank Booker, he has been
our emotional leader."
Booker, who was named player of
the game, certainly led BG's second
half comeback down the stretch.
Booker scored on a driving layup

with 12:19 remaining to cut EMU's
lead to three, 53-50
After a Huron missed shot,
Booker connected on a 20-foot baseline Jumper for a 53-52 game. In the
game's last 10 minutes, Booker provided the outside fire power, drilling
four long-range shots.
"Tonight I wanted to shoot because I had confidence," Booker
said. "Our whole team is playing
with a lot of confidence."
While Booker led the charge in
the second half, it was Freddie Bryant's two- hand dunk, which drew
BG within two at 62-60, that swung
the momemtum in the Falcons' favor in the closing minutes.
On EMU's following possession,
Booker intercepted a pass and
dished the ball to Keith Taylor, who
scored on a driving lay-up.
EMU's Fred Cofield, who tallied
21 points, missed a jumper, and
Bryant grabbed the rebound. Bryant outletted a pass to Booker, who
notched an 18-foot jumper to give
the Falcons a 64-62 lead with 1:29
remaining.
Cofield missed another shot and
then fouled Taylor as they battled
for the rebound.
BG iced the game by hitting six
• See Basketball on page 8
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Falcons rekindle playoff hopes with 93- 74 win
by Ron Fritz
sports reporter
Bowline Green's women's
basketball team knew what they
had to do going into last night's
game with Eastern Michigan and they did it
In fact, the Falcons may have
overdone it a bit.
Needing a win to remain in
the hunt tor the Mid-American
Conference tournament, BG re
sponded with a 93-74 thrashing of
the Hurons last night in Anderson Arena.
The Falcons came within two
points of their all-time, singlegame scoring record of 95
points, achieved against Cincin-

nati four years ago in a 96-95 loss
to the Bobcats.
"This was our best overall
game of the year," BG coach
Fran Voll said. "We have gotten
to the point where we need to
win ana the girls responded well
tonight. Our backs were against
the wall."
The win moves the Falcons
into a tie for fifth in the MAC
with EMU, both with 8-7 records. BG is fighting for one of
three open spots for the tourney,
which is scheduled for March 8-9
at Toledo's Centenniel Hall.
WITH THREE games left,
MAC-leading Central Michigan
has wrapped up a berth in the
playoffs with a 13-2 record.

Western Michigan is second at
11-4. Third place is occupied by
Miami, 1(W. Northern Illinois U
fourth at 84, with a game still
having to be made up with Ball
State.
"It is going to be tough down
the stretch, ,TVoU said. "We're
playing well, which couldn't
nave nappened at a better
time."
The Hurons jumped out to an
early 10-2 advantage, but were
quickly brought back to reality
by the Falcons, who scored the
next 11 points to grab a 13-12
lead with 13:31 remaining. The
rest of the half was a see-saw
battle with BG taking a 4541
lead into the locker room.

Basketball
The triumph also kept BG in
the hunt for a playoff berth in
the Mid-American Conference
tournament.
While BG must win its three
remaining games, Weinert said
his team is making a strong run
at the seventh and final spot.
"These kids our playing
harder for that seventh spot
than some of my teams in the

past played for first place," he
said.
The Falcons face a stiff test
Saturday as they travel to Toledo. BG hasn't beaten the Rockets in Toledo in eight years, but
Booker said he is confident of a
victory.
"I wanted to win bad tonight," Booker said. "I want to
make that tournament really
bad. And we will beat Toledo, I
don't care if we play them in
Toledo or here, all I know is
we'll win."

FREE DELIVERY

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - A dozen
Cincinnati Reds players have
reported for early workouts at
the ballclub's spring training
complex, encouraging General
Manager Bill Bergesch with
their enthusiasm.
"I think this is great," said
Bergesch, a former New York
Yankees executive. "In my
years with the Yankees, we used
to encourage our players to go
down early and do a little work,
and we always received some
resistance, particularly from
the veterans.

■F

Urge Deluxe Pizza
7.95

Futurecopies h—
*JttkinkoJls.E=

352-3551

Flyers...ReadingSelections...Proposals...
Contracts..Ietters...LegalBriefs...Forms...
Agreements...Appraisals...Estimates...House Plans...

Open 7 Days
HEALTH SPA & TANNING CENTER
8th • High Sts.

EMU COACH Kathy Hart
seemed shell-shocked following
thegame.
"We didn't play well and they
did, that's why we lost," she

said. "Their press was very
effective."
The Falcons made 37 of 66
field goals for 56 percent.
Moore and Shoup led BG with
23 points. Coe scored 20 and
grabbed 12 rebounds and Dina
Jerinic added 13 points and
seven assists for the Falcons.
The Hurons 31 of 67 shots for
46 percent.
JoAnn LeFevre scored 15
points while Sharon Brown and
Felicia Hines added 13 for EMU.
Zan Woodson chipped in with 10.
"Our kids put it together in
every phase of the game," Voll
said.
BG will travel to Toledo on
Saturday for a 5:05 game.

"Yet here we've got our young
guys and a veteran like (reliever
Tom) Hume, who knows he has
some improvements to make,
doing it on their own."
Not all of the early arrivals
had baseball as their sole motivation. Catcher Brad Gulden
said he and his wife Kelly decided to make an early hip to
Tampa when they woke up one
morning at their Minnesota
home.
"I've been here a month,"
Gulden said. "I woke up back
borne and they said it was three
degrees. 'Honey,' I said to my
wife, 'pack the bags, we're headingsouth.'"
THE EARLY arrivals include

Gulden, pitchers John Stuper,
Joe Price, John Franco, Jay
Tibbs, Ron Robinson, Scott
Terry and Frank Pastore, and
catcher Dann Bilardello.
In addition, Hume, pitcher
Andy McGaffigan and outfielder
Dave Parker have been commuting from their nearby homes
for workouts.
Pitchers and catchers are supposed to report today, with their
first workout scheduled tomorrow.
The early workouts are voluntary, Bergesch said. The Reds
sent pitching coach Jim Kaat
down to Tampa early to offer
special tutoring.

BEER AT STATE MINIMUM
BARNEY'S CONVENIENCE MART
open 24 hrs.
996 S. Main St. 35205341

!

Cigarettes 85«
Generic 61« +
Century 94* +
Marlboro 25's

+ tax
tax
tax
$1.05 + tax

Pepsi
8 pk. carton

$1.58 + deposit
(limit 2)

O'Grady's Potato Crips
7 oz. bag
save 404

HOURS
Moo Po 9am lOpr

spurt. EMU never recovered
from BG's offensive outburst as
the closest they came was 90-73
with 58 seconds left.
"Kim and Sherrie really
Sicked us up when we needed
," Voll said. "They triggered
our full-court defense and took
Eastern out of their offense.
"I enjoy it when I can play
everybody," he added. "It gives
the substitutes some reward for
putting in the long hours of prac-

Twleve Reds come to camp early

Continued from page 7
straight foul shots in the final
minute. Taylor hit four and
Steve Martenet added two.
While the Falcons shot 80 percent from the line, the Hurons
hurt their own cause by shooting
a dismal 33 percent from the
charity stripe.
THE WIN boosted the Falcons' record to 11-13 overall and
5-10 in the MAC.

The Falcons never relinquished their lead in the second
stanza and turned the game into
a rout. With 14:21 remaining,
BG held a 54-51 advantage, but
scored the next 19 points to put
thegame on ice.
The rally was ignited by substitute guards Snerrie Voyles
and Kim Lippke, who entered
the game at the 14:21 mark.
They sparked the Falcons with
aggressive full-court defense
that forced the Hurons to make
numerous mistakes.
Back-to-back three-point
plays by Rhonda Moore and
Stephanie Coe put BG on top, 6051. Moore and Coe each scored
seven points to fuel the Falcon

Sat 11 am -9 p m

u i m m N m iwr
The Litest in Europwn
Sunun Equipment
The SunSyMem is S*'*f than tnc tun
Th« SunSyslam duptcMo* just me '.grit
amount of Ultra VWet A hghl to produce a
rich deep ten Al the same ttme the
cateruty cont/oead temperature ol the
System helps lo promote trie tanning
process and prevents dry stun fiach ses
von requxes msl 10 rrunute* and you don t
have to woey about burning Have a
beautiful. heaRny tan me SunSystam way

Geneaee
Beer Ball*
55 12 oz.
Servings

Mastercharge
Union "76'
Visa

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL

8 VISITS / «25
plus on* IT— W/ coupon

LOOK!
Youl Find Eraylhing
Looks Better Through
Correct Prescription lenses

SINGLE
VISION
LENS&
FRAME

34M

CASH AND CARRY

SPECIAL

BIFOCAL
LENS&

Nixed

FRAME

$

Bouquets

M

54

$6.00

Standard dear (tarn
plus -400 to -200 cyl.

Fancy

Carnations

EYES EXAMNED BY
Dr. S. Shift. O.D.

$10.00

i

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•ail utilities included*gas heat*laundry facilities
•drapes*carpet«party & game room
•swimming pool*sauna
$27<Murnished
$250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-furnished
$250-unfumished
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

Burlington Optical Inc.

♦aT*
434 E. W00STER \£
^ IN THE DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. \Jp

1*1* I. Wmtw, ttaaiwa Maaa, aowlln*. Or*an. 332-2133
US* Sylowila Aim.. Towao, 472-1111
IMS (. aaynelai N., Toteao. 3*2-2020

$225-furnished
$200-unfurnished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water, sewage
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa w/leaie

L
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Will he play

>r defense?

Duncan doesn't mind making the switch
by Steve Quinn
assistant sports editor

Anyone looking for Iain Duncan on the ice can be assured he
will be there. But there might be
a problem finding him.
Just when you think he is
going to play defense, he's on
left wing ana when he might be
on wing he could be found on the
blueline.
It doesn't matter to Duncan
where he plays, as long as he's
on the ice.
"I'll play wherever I'm most
effective,' Duncan said. "I'll do
whatever it takes to help us
win."
At the season's start, head
coach Jerry York put Duncan on
the defense to add more experience to the defensive corps. He
was moved up to wing at the
beginning of the second half of
the season because York felt
confident with the defense's progress.
However, soon after the
switch, Brian McKee suffered a
knee injury that would sideline
him for the remainder of the
season, and Duncan found himself back on defense.
THEN, WHEN YORK was
searching for more scoring two
weeks ago. he looked to Duncan
and moved him back on wing.
"He's a real threat when he
plays offense or when he plays
defense," York said. "He's just

a solid player wherever he
plays. He's got good offensive
skills. He plays a strong forechecking game. He can also
rush the puck."
There is one sure way of knowing where Duncan is playing;
listen for the sonic boom after he
checks an opponent into the
boards. His bard forechecking
could make any opponent wary.
"That's just my style of
game," Duncan said. "But I'm
not out there just to hit. I'm out
there to score."
Since being moved to wing, he
has scored two goals, and assisted on three others. Most of
his points have come when playing with leading scorer Jamie
Wansbrough, and Brent Regan.
"I like playing on a fast line,"
Duncan said. "Jamie is a good
scorer and Brent is really comingalong."
The Weston, Ontario, native
originally came to Bowling
Green as a wing as he scored 20
goals and 23 assists with the
North York Flames before injuring his knee. After he recovered
from the injury, Duncan was
called up to play for Orilla in
Tier Two Junior A.
TEAMMATE BRIAN Meharry remembers Duncan when
his team, Henry Carr, played
the Flames in Junior B competion.
"I didn't know him, but I remember who he was," Meharry

Indians plan change
in seating format
CLEVELAND (AP) Bleacher bums got bad news
yesterday from the Cleveland
Indians, as the American
League team announced it plans
to discontinue selling bleacher
tickets for some of the baseball
team's home games.
Bleacher seats, behind centerf ield under Cleveland Municipal Stadium's large scoreboard,
each cost $2.00 for Indians
games in 1984. The price will
remain the same in the 1985
season, but the bleachers will be
open "only when warranted by

potential crowd size," according
to a statement from the team's
front office.
The decision was made, the
team officials said, because on
average less than 250 fans occupied the 5,000 bleacher seats for
each Indians home game last
season.
The Indians also announced
that two sections of outfield
seats near the bleachers, which
had been $3.50 general admission seating, will be reduced to
$2.00.

said. "He really stuck out. He
was the heart and soul of the
team. When we played them
before he got called up, we beat
them 6-5. After he got called up
we beat them 14-1."
However, Duncan's defensive
experience dates back only to
last year when he filled in for an
injured Mike Pikul against
Western Michigan.
"It was real scary at first,"
Duncan said. "In the first game
a pass from (Gary) Ohm to
(Dan) Dorion went over my
stick and he went in and scored
on a breakaway. That didn't
help at all. It really stuck in my
mind.
"Everybody on last year's
team helped," he said. "Guys
like Galley and Ellett would talk
to me. Communication is so important out there. You've got the
game in front of you."
Entering tomorrow's game
against Illinois-Chicago in which
one win will clinch home ice
advantage in the first round of
conference playoffs, Duncan is
slated to skate with Wansbrough
and Regan. York said, however,
Duncan will still see action on
defense in the third period.
"I'll have to expect anything,"
Duncan said. "It kind of helps
my versatility.
''We control our own destiny,"
he said of the series. "We iust
have to let the guys know mat
it's up to us. We want to win two
for sure. I know I want to."

In a game against the Soviet Union's Spartak team.
Martynov. Spartak went on to win 9-4.

lain Duncan clashes with Spartak defende

Sunday Liquor Sales
after 1:00 p.m.

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR

Cold Beer, Wine, 24 Returnables,
King Kegs

* Two-bedroom apartments
* Fully furnished
' Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
* Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at Clough & Mercer Sts. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182

Frito Lay
POTATO CHIPS
7UP 6 pk. cans
(with Nutrasweet)

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT

RACKETEER'S
FOR ALL YOUR PARTY NEEDS1
434 E. WOOSTER IN THE D.Q. BLDG.

* 12 month leases ONLY
1 bedroom
* Furnished
FREE heat, water, sewer
* Very quiet building - ideal for grad students
* Close to Campus
CALL NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

MAKE YOUR BREAK
TO DENTLEY'S!

PI22A

BROTHERS, inc
Home of the holdover!

352-8408

328 S. Main

Delhi Gamma & Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Free Garlic
Bread with
any purchase
Carryout or Delivery

1985 BEER WASH'
BATHING BEAUTY CONTEST
You deserve a break and
Bentley's in the Holiday
Inn, has just the right
deals for you. Monday through
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special
pricesl And, don't forget the Bentley's
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm
featuring our famous Sip 'n Dipl Make
your break a "Bentley's break!"
Mntl«y'i In the Holiday Inrt-aowHns Ore«n
1350 E. Vooswr St. • Bowling Gt—n. OH 43402 • 052-5211

1.29

Post-off on Genesee, Miller 12 pk.
NRs, Coors 12 pk. cans, Lowenbrau 6
pk. NRs, Many More

WANT A QUIET BUILDING
WITH FREE HEAT?

352-5620

7oz.okQ. .

2 Small

Chef Salads
1 Garlic Bread
and 2 Pepsi

Saturday February 23
8 p.m.-l a.m. Commons

$4.00 (reg. $5.10)
Carryout or Delivery

Awards donated by: Tradewinds Restaurant
Mark's Pizza Pub
SEE YOU THERE!

I

c

M-Tl.llia.-ll
FrliS* 11 u-lu.
SalUa.-UMirk*

Family Size
Deep Dish Pizza
Party Tray

\

I

(30 slices of pizza)
with 1 or more extra itemsget a

FREE 6-Pack of Pepsi
Carryout or Delivery

Buy a Family Size
1 item Pizza at
Regular Price
And Receive
Small
Foldover
FREE
Value $4.00

836 S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN

J

Classifieds
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Ride Needed
2 need ride lo Norm Carotaa Ralegh or New
Bern area lor spring break Can 354 7808

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE

Ride needed to Northwest Columbus on 2/J1
or 2/22. Return on 2/24 or 2/25. Will help with
gas. Pteaee call Kelly 172-1976

Feb 21. 1985
Special education teacher On* LDBO
certtkeetion Residents. alixMnt* with behev
artel problems
Yeerround position
40
hrs wk With nvotvement in teen wort Peef
group therapy & lanWy counseling Salary loi a
BA - $18690 with masters $20,766 Benefits health ft dental tisurance S wks alpurpoae leave Recrufktre ww be at 8GSU
placement office on Tues March 5 between 10
am I 5 pm Make epptefor 3-5 with the
placement office
__

SERVICES OFFERED
Fouls Typing
Superior quality on a Heron memory writer
$1 00 page On campus pick-up (M-F) 4:00
pm 669-2579
CPA Preparation For 5'85 Exam
STANLEY H KAPLAN EO CTR
3550 SECOR. TOLEDO
536-3701

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

TEST PREPARATION
MCAT CLASSES STARTING NOW
STANLEY H KAPLAN ED CTR
3550 SECOR TOLEDO •536-3701

• ADVERTISING CLUB ■
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Feb 16th to Feb 22nd
BA FOYER
3 SEMESTERS FOR THE PRICE OF 2
JOIN NOW AND SAVE

Debbie Knaul. you are the arildeat. I can't
waii til the next time we gow downstairs at
2:30. Good luck with the Phi Tau B-Sall
Queen Carl

DJ AND SUPER SOUND
SYSTEM AVAILABLE
CALL STEVE 242 4682
Pregnancy Problem? Free tests 1 help. Heart
Be.1 of Toledo. 241-9131.

PERSONALS

Delta Psi Kappa
JUMP-A-THON"
Sun. Feb 24. 1 to 4 p m
Eppktr South Gymnasium
Entry forms available at 200
Eppler South Proceeds go to
the American Heart Assoc

ALPHA DELT FALL PLEDGE CLASS
You are the greatest1* Thanks so much for the
sweatshirt ft the flowers, and tor Just being
you!' Love ya. Patty
Amy Ford,
Just a line lo let you know thai you are the best
Wile anyone could ask ton You're the greatest1
Thanks lor everything1 Love. Big Jennifer

Joumaesm 300 appkcation deadline is March
Now forming Commodore 64 User's Group
Over 425 Public Domain progs avail Only
$5 00 per year Meeting 113-A Hayes Feb 21
at 7 30 tor more into cat Chris at 354 7327

ATTENTION
INDEPENDENT ANCHOR SPLASH TEAM:
Get psyched tor Sunday!
Best of Luck!
Love, Your Dee Gee Coaches
Rhonda 1 Marianne

Parapeychotooical Phenomena and Refcgkm '•a program In the Ethical Dilemes Series, sponsored by HSA 3 30 p m Fr Feb 22 in the
Honors Center (Basement of Kreischer Quad
Cafeteria) ESP. Apparitions. Near Death Experiences and other psychical experiences wet be
Jisr.usseo

Attention
The Intertraternity Council Judicial Board has
positions avertable as Hearng Officers and
Clerks lor 1985-86 UB is an excetent opportunity tor some valuable experience tor you'
Applications available m the Greek He office
end must be back in by 5 pm Monday. February
25. They can also be turned in at the IFC
Meeting at 9.15 in the 2nd floor ol McFal
Center on February 25

REGGAE SUNSPLASH. movie. Feb 23. 7 30
p m and Feb 24. 2 00 p m . 105 Hanna HaH.
GKh Theatre, sponsored by ECAP. CCBM
BBCA. Caribbean Association and MSA A
Dimensions ol Black Awareness Event Free
Cool Runnings, sistron and bredren
the Lesbian and Gay Alliance will meet
tonight si 8 301) the Religious Educaton Room
ot St Thomas More Parish A speaker Irom
PRO Toledo wil be speaking on the gay
community in an around Toledo Open to the
public Meet a friend'
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS!
QM CORPORATE TOUR SLOTS STILL OPEN
MARCH 1 -IF INTERESTED CONTACT JON
FRICKE. 354-6200.

Student Rec Center applications lor employment (1965-88 School year) available February 25 at the SRC. 7 00am
BGSU Sororities.
We can make STREAMER S The Best COL
LEGE NIGHT In Toledo1 The short drive to
Reynolds A Heetherdawns isn't much to ask tor
such a WILD time Thursday night See you
there'
The Frets
Bitter and Vanessa belated on your Alpha
Sig-Alphe Gam Lavaliering. Mondo Love, the
brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi

LOST a FOUND

BRAD IT IS 8 MAYBE 10 BUCKS BY NOW IN
THE RACE TO REFRESHMENT WE CAN'T
WAIT TO PARTY ON YOU YOUR ROOM
MATES

LO»T: KEY CHAIN WITH 2 CATS (BOYTONI
ON IT 3 KEYS ARE ATTACHED. IF FOUND
PLEASE CALL 2 5130
Room key lost on campus Mon night
Can 2-3960

BRET BAHR I'M SO PROUD THAT YOU ARE
NOW ACTIVE YOU ARE THE BEST LITTIE AND *3W THE BEST 1ROTHER 1
HAVE BOB

FOUND Diamond ring In Financial Aid Office
Stop by or eel 372-2651 to identify
FOUND Computers In Society Book. Friday
Feb 15 Call 2-1392

BROTHERHOOD!
PI KAPPA PHI
POTENTIAL
PI KAPPA PHI
BROTHERHOOD

RIDES

YEAS!
J.T.

NEED A RIDE TO OHIO U THIS WEEKEND
WILL PAY SSS CALL MAURY AT 2 5633 OR
2-0331

DELTA PSI KAPPA JUMP-A-THON
1:00p.m. SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 24, IMS
EPPLER SOUTH GYMNASIUM
COME JOIN THE FUN.
ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE 200 EPPLER
SOUTH
'
Denny Avon, Bret Bahr, Dom Celllttl, Bill
Qehr, fuc Gum, Doug McCrao, Oave Stewart.
Congretulstlons on going active. The wait
will be well worth what lies aheed. Welcome
to the Mystic Circle. The Brothers of Alpha
Sigma PM
Do you hate to diet???
But still need lo lose some extra pounds before
beach season'' Find out how to do it and sill
have tun whse you eat See Suzy ft Annette si
Ham Hal Room 107 on Thursday night at 8
pm or can 1 -800-452-2600 ext 567
Eften. Our study sessions have been the
greatest. I hope your boyfriend doesn't llnd out
Your bio scope
Student Rec Center applications tor employment 11985-86 school year) available February
25 at the SRC. 7 00am
Good Luck to the new ATO Exec. Boardl
Good |ob lo the old ATO Exec. Board!
Here's something fun for everybody.
Intramursls Indoor Soccer. Entries
are due Feb 21st at 1M Student
Rec Center by 4:00.

HEY PI KAPPS, ALPHA XI'S, ANO SIQ EPS:
LET'S SHOW EVERYONE THAT WE'RE NUMBER ONE! GET PSYCHED FOR ANCHOR
SPLASH ON SUNDAY. SUPPORT OUR BATHING BEAUTIES, MARK AND LARRY, ON
SATURDAY NIGHT! LOVE. YOUR DG
COACHES
Hey You WIU Road Trippers
BG Arenas took to the street
Neutron dancing was our beat
Rowdy ft spelled we proved to el
"Stuck on BG" was our cal
Tomle we'l meet again lace to lace
What we gonna do WRECK THE PLACE!
Jennifer Page Congratulations on your preengagement to Reggie We're so happy tor
you! Love. The Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
LET THE SIGMA CHI'S
OJ YOUR NEXT PARTY
CALL DAVE J 372-1906
LOOKING FOR A NEW ROMANCE? FEAST
YOUR EYES ON THE GORGEOUS
FRATERNITY BATHING BEAUTIES AT THE
DEE QEE/SAE BEER SPLASH. SATURDAY AT
THE COMMONS. BE THERE.
LOOK OUT WORLD- 'TAMMERIA APPLE
PIEA ON THE BKXT-THE GREATEST. HUMONGAFLOYD. SUPER, DOOPER, POOPER
SCOOPER OF A FRIEND-IS THE BIG 21
TODAY OH HIT WOMAN . YOU'RE JUST
FAN -INGTASTIC AND I LOVE YA'
BBF NADINE

rd.ird by Frudr Mkhrl Jafff
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52 Fast ti-ar
55 Erode
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70 Ala's counter
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newspapers
72 North Sea
feeder
73 Part ol R and R
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67 Tissue
68 Worship
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Student Rec Center applications for employment (1985-86 school year) available February
25 al the SRC. 7 OOem

STEVE ZABORNIAK. FROM THE BAND,
STRYKER
SINGING YOUR FAVORITES, OLD ft NEW.
EVERY THURSDAY FROM 9-1 AT
DtSENEDETTO'S
1412 E WOOSTER

"Sunglasses et Night?"
Delta Sigma PI Area Conference
Only 2 more, days..
TAMMY, NICE JOB ON YOUR ELECTION TO
DZ V P OF RUSH' TOAD
The Brothers of SAE would like to Conors! ulete Rlchelle Larson for winning the SAE trip
to the Bahamas.
The deadline tor sign-up tor the National
Teacher's Exsmlnatlon (NTE) Is coming
soom. Come to a presentation this Thursday,
February 21, 1985 al 7pm In 116 B.A.
Questions will be snswered on how to study
for the NTE.
The First Annual All Greek Book Scholarship
Drawing Is now underway. Buy your ticket
now. Sponsored by the Keppe Sigma Pledge
Class.
Theta CM
Thanks lor the GREAT weekend You guys
know how to do it right' Love. The Phi Mu s
To my big brother Tom. the one who RUNS
(notice I didn't say TRIES TO RUN) the Delta
Sig meetings Happy Big Brother Oey' From
your httje. Hawaiian PS.- I think you do an
aaoalont |o0 with the gavel'
TO THE BEST PLEDGE BROTHERS, CON
GRATS BILL. DOUG. RIC DENNY. OAVE.
TOM. BRETT WE'LL BE BACK NEXT TIME
CHRIS ANO THOM
To the hysterical girl who cased my room et
I 30 Friday morrung Please cal back so I can
find out who you are Cart

Two females need one female to share apartment on Scoff Hamilton Rd . one/ lemmMI nonsmokers need reply Contact Women lor
Women al 372-2281 lor more info.
Roommate needed for Spring/Summer
Apt Comer ol S College 8 Napoleon
near drive-thru Reasonable. Cal Don
or Damon 354-8141
25 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE WEIGHT
NOW. ATTEND A HEALTH AND NUTRITION
PRESENTATION FEB 28 (THURSDAY). 7 30
PM AT It7 BA LOSE 10-29 LBS /MONTH
100* GUARANTEED FOR MORE INFO
CALL TROY B/T 4 ANO 7 AT 354-7693
Needed- 1 or 2 lemek* roommates for tej and
spring '85'86 1 block from campus Cal 3547404
2 Female roommates needed for 85-86 year
Close to campus. Free gas and heat
NEEDED 2 F NON-SMOKING ROOMMATES
8586 SCHOOL YR CALL 353-9395
Roomatels) lor 3 bedroom furnished duplex
$400 semester available Summer or Fal. 3522274

HELP WANTED
AIRLINES HIRING, SUS39 00O' Steward
esses Reservanonial1 Worldwide' Cal lor
Guide, Directory, Newsletter 1 (916) 944
4444 » BG Air
Computers Entry level & experienced Hiring
now Cal lor details 471 1440
Job Exchange Smal lee
CRUISESHIPS HIRING. $16 »30 OOOi Cambean. Hawaii. World Cal for Guide. Directory.
Newsletter 1-19161 944-4444 x BG Cruise

ENTERTAINMENT
Seeking talented, energetic, exciting
Individuals for summer employment
experience. Musical talent needed-vocal
and/or Instruments! Auditione-requlred.
Send resume only to: Entertainment
815 Front St., Toktdo.OH 43605

FUN ANO HARD WORK WITH KIDS AS CAMP
COUNSELOR YMCA STORER CAMPS IS
CARING. CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY SERVING
KIDS 7 17 UNIQUE PROGRAMS HORSES.
AQUATICS, SAILING WILDERNESS ADVEN
TURE. INTERNATIONAL EMPHASIS FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
KARLENE GARGAC PHONE 3724486

UT vs BGSU
MOA OANCEATHON
FEB 22 - FEB 23
SIGN-UP AT KOHL HALL
FRONT DESK ANYTIME'

Help wanted: Bicycle repairman.
Experience necessary
Apply at 131 W Wooater

VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE FRATERNITY
BATHING BEAUTY THIS WEEK IN THE
UNION WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED
SUNDAY AT THE DELTA GAMMA ANCHOR
SPLASH'!
WENOY STARR CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR CW-O-KAPPA SIG LAVAUERING TO
RUDY NOVAK BEST OF LUCK IN THE
FUTURE LOVE, LAURA

START YOUR CAREER NOW
Earn money and work on Fortune 500 Compa«as' marketing prog/ems on campus. Partlime(fle>*jle) hours —a> weak. We give releronoes Cal 1-800-243 6679

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: COMPACT REFRIGERATOR 4 8
CO. FT $100 VERY GOOO CONDITION, 2
YEARS OLD CALL DAVE 354-8272

HONDA ACCORD 1979
Silver. S-Seed. 56.000 mesa
AM/FM Radio. Front-Wheel Drive
Very Dependable. $2800 354-7481

Coupen book for sale • will take best otl»
Call Chris 172-112$
Electric Guitar tor sale.
He 7 Fender Coronedo II
kalnl Condition, collectors Item
"The Sound that Creates Legends"
Cell: John 154-6940
1975 Plymouth Valient. 3 speed on the column, very dependable work or school car,
$450 or best offer, cal 354-7734
82 Ford EXP Exoslenf condition 354-1392
For Sate.
Boee 801 Senea II Speakers
Denon 0P-45F turntable

Cal Dave 353-6136
Newly leapotetered chair Best offer Evenings
362-1220

Cal 3520530

Trivial Pursuit Tournament benefiting Sierra
Club Portsale. Toledo Fab 23-24 9 30 a m
$500 00 fvsl prize' Pre registration $30 per 2
person team ■ $35 00 at door Ma* names,
address ft fee lo Sierra Club, 1246 Hokjete
Maumee. Oh 43537 Ph 1 475-5020

18 & over crowd
50* on mixed drinks 'till 8:30

V.

H

Spring bare tune ups $14 95. Earty bird special
the 1st 20 people receive a free cycling cap.
Purcels Bare Shop 131 W Wooater (Down
town1,

Now takxg appkeatona for waiters/waitresses
lor the new Chi Chi's In Maumee-South of
Southwyck Mai area (Musi be 19 or older)
Apply m person al Chi CNs. 1566 Reynolds
Road. Maumee. 1-893-7017.

WANTED

Manager /trainee Hiring now. Cal for details
471-1440 Job Exchange Smal Fee
Part-time Program Counselor position in residential treatment program, experience working
with adults having emotional dxtabatiee preferred Major in human service field preferred
52 hours par month guaranteed --primarily on
weekends. Benefit package Send resume lo.
Resident* Services. Menial Health Center of
Wood County. t010 N Prospect. Bowing
Green
Progressive company soekxig ambitious «o>
vidual lor summer employment Excellent experience lor the busviess-rranded individual
pursuing a business degree W* Involve Ihe
coordination ol outings and special events
Minimum ol two years ot undergraduate study
and flexible hours a must Send personal
mlormelion or resume to Gaauga Lake Personnel Depf. 1060 Aurora Rd , Aurura, OH
44202

FOR RENT
CARTY RENTALS
House- 926 E Wooster
4 bedroom for 6 students
Apta- 311 E Merry St
2 bedroom lor 4 students
(inc. heat, cable, water A sewage)
$130/eech- $585 semester
630 N Summit- $125'each
3 man apts- 316 E Merry St.
Summer Rentals al Special Rates tor
Houses.-Rooms -Apts
Office Hours 11-4) pmat316E Merry Apt 3
or phone anytime for <rlo 352-7385
One and two bedroom apartments/houses
dose to campus S and V Rentals 9am-3pm
352 7454 After 5pm cal 832-7555
Student wanted to manage smal apartment in
exchange lor rent concession Must be honest,
pleasant $ mechanically incsned Call 8236015 (local after 6pm)

Apartments. Houses. Duplexes

CM 3542260 or 352-6553
John Newlove Reel Estate
319 E Wooster

3 bedroom furnished duplex $1912 50 a
semester ($42S/month). $450 for Summer
354-1279
Houses I Apts for !985-'86 school year
Smth-Boggs Rentals 352-9457 btwn 124pm or 352-891 7 elUr 6 00pm
Need F students to fl apts and houses Aval
now Near campus Ph -362-7365.
Apt. tor Rent for Spring Semester.
2 bedroom, fully turn. apt. Heat, Cable T.V.
hookup, water paid by owner. Close to
campus. Call 352-7162 ask tor Rich.
THURSTIN APARTMENTS
AIR CONDITIONING. FULLY CARPETED, CABLEVISkON EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACIU
TIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER I FALL
461 THURSTIN AVE 352-5435
SUMMER/FALL RENTALS
2 • Bedroom, A.C., fully furnished apartments. Convenient location, reasonsbla
rales. Csll 352-49M
2 bedroom apts avatable Dale 352 4380

ROCKLEOGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm . turn apt
dishwasher, extra storage
Comer of S Coeege a Sixth
Cal 352-3841 12-4 or 364-2280
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Fal 1985
2 bdrm turn. apt.
362-2663

******************
50* Coffee *

FREE

With 1 Dozen
Delivered Donuts
(with coupon)

The Getaway

w

l

Located just north of B.G.
on Route 25, Perrysburg

*
*
*
*
*
*

DONUTS .ICfCftlAM
Mil Main

362-4162

*

* »*#* * COUPON*******

SATURDAY - GEORGE
WASHINGTON'S
"TELL A LIE"
BIRTHDAY PARTY
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"

Scott-It's beyond sad I must say. that I, Keeoy
(who looks marvelous) wtl be taking you Instead of Jerry Anderson Saturday Oh wel.
we'l have a decent time I must say because
"after I graduate I plan to

18 & over crowd
50* on mixed drinks 'till 8:30
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"
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FALCON CUPPER Haircuts J6 7. hairstyles
IB 9 Cal lor an sppl today' 352-6200

FRIDAY ■ HOT LEGS
CONTEST
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SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO 6pm
IF YOU ARE 21. WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI

A GREAT OPPORTUNITY
Lose weight end earn good money al the
same time. No fees, no obligations. For more
Into, call J83-014J

19 & over crowd
$1.00 cover &
50* on mixed drinks 'till 9:00
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RUSH TICKETS
Munich Chamber
Orchestra '
Feb 24 « 3pm
KOBACKER HALL
Tickett svseaoie at
7 45 Feb 24 m Kobecket Lobby

PermSoeclel
$25 00 "dudes cut I styang
Cat Arm at Family Hair Affair
353 4333 702 Sand Ridge
Good thru 2/28

THURSDAY - ATTITUDE
ADJUSTMENT NIGHT
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Rtna and Mary (Conference Buddies):
Thanks for being there for me and helping me
keep up wtm the both ot you One more day
and we wi be surrounded by 600 people This
has been the beet eight months and al the work
has paid off. Love ya guya. Scott

O. What is WELLNESS?
A: The Integration of body, mind, and spirit- the
appreciation thai everything you do. and think,
end feel, and beeeve has an impact on your
stele ol heettn
Want more Info?? Check out the Student
Wetness Center 220 Health Center 2-0302

Student wanted lo manage smal apartment In
exchange lor rent concession Must be honest.
pleasant I mechanicety Inclined Cal 8236015 (local after 6pm)

HOUSES AND APARTMENTS Close to Campus tor Summer 1161 and '"5-8B school year.
1-217-3341
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RICH BIMONTE CONGRATULATIONS ON
YOUR ALPHA SKJALPHA CHI PINNING TO
VAL THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA SIGMA PHI

ZBTs We can't watt lo party with you tonight
It's going to be a wad A crazy warm up'
Love. The Alphe Pelts

64 Lake Indian
65 Some votes

I llll 11.11)
ClUIILsU

I.IHUI.IIJ

Pick up Merchfng Bend records/tapes TueeThurs 1 30-3:30, 1012 Music Bldg Extras sllll
available M.

WIchie. How Is MM water ride et Ihe emuse■wn paM Ctaicfcla and Dano.

& Wild life"

63 Dilemma

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

MIIIULili
111.1111111

PAUL KOCSOS CONGFtATULATIONS ON
YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO AMY WHAT TOOK
YOU SO LONG? THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA
SIGMA PHI

<*MgQ&

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Maka suitable
0 Rat's realm
10 AulbW John
f'Ckson
14 #n Osmond
15 Hinse
18 NotK>n in
Nancy
17 Rousseau "e-o
18 Enough,once
19 Oinimenl
20 Paich up the
parking ares
23 Exclamation of
discovery
24 Before man
25 Sailor s
course
26 fens
companion
29 Family mam
32
there's the

Student Rec Center applications for employment (1985-86 school year) available February
25 at the SRC. 7 00am

■Dob Sol

419-2557769

ATTENTION!! MEP APPLICANTS FOR FALL
1965HPRE-REGISTRATION MEETING.
THURSDAY. FEB 21. 6 30-8 OOP m . 515
UFE SCIENCE BUILDING
YOU MUST BE THERE!!

Congra*jkyaons Jamie Regutea on being named
DTD athlete of the week
Your Pelt Brothers

Oar. Brian. Annette. TC . Patty. Neil. Chen, ft
Kevin. Hanging with you areas this weekend
was leafy It Where else but m college in
America could you llnd Holy Chin Pets. Shotgun on Vodka, Dawn Patrols. 15 kids. WaHy
World ft Incognito Spooks'" Alpha Gams ft Dells
this la the beginning' I Love You Pretties'

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo

MONEY!

CONGRATULATIONS
WENOY STARR AND RUDY NOVAC ON YOUR
KAPPA StG CHI-0 LAVAUERING
LOVE. ONDY

DANA MEISTER
Thanks for being such a greet president this
past year. You did a fantastic job1 Good luck
In New York! Love, your Alpha XI Delia
Sisters

All your typing needs
prompt ft professional
352 4017 Clara

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS!
SELL SELL SELL SELL
GET YOUR FREE TRIP TO NEW ORLEANS
CONVENTION OR WIN SOME EXTRA

CONGRATUALATIONS
WENOY STARR ft RUOY NOVAC ON YOUR
KAPPA SK3 CHI-0 LAVALIERING LOVE.
CINDY

CONGRATULATIONS JOHN WATSON ANO
MARGARET MARONEY ON YOUR DELTCHI0 LAVAUERING LOVE YOU. YOUR 3RD
THUMB.

354-3540

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSI
WIN A FREE TRIP TO HAWAII OR AN ATARI
COMPUTER-GET A HOLD OF YOUR FAVORITE AMA MEMBER OR STOP BY THE BA
BOOTH ON FRIDAY. ALL PROCEEEOS ARE
SENDING US TO NEW ORLEANS).

CONGRATS TO THE ALPHA StO I TEAM FOR
THEIR BIG WIN AGAINST THE ATO'SI A
TEAat LET'S GET PSYCHED FOR A BIG WIN
VERSUS THE SKI EPS. BRAO

Congratulations Todd. B*. Lou, Steve. Brian.
Kevin. Tom. and Rues on your election to your
oWc— Frassrnaly, Proa '

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OF NW OHIO
920 N Main St BG
Confidential personal care
Special Rates BGSU students
Convenient Appointments

APPLICATIONS FOR FRA2IEA REAMS
FELLOWSHIP DEADLINE: TUES . MARCH 19
Office ot the Vice President tor University
Rotation!. Alumni Center.
Attention All Education Makxs
This Thursday. February 21. IMS at 7:00 pm
In 116 B.A. building. EESAB will present Dr
Koran Carek In HOW TO TAKE THE NATIONAL TEACHERS EXAMINATION iNTF,
Please plan on attending this Important
meeting.

SI 19 Breaklasl
Bacon or Sausage. 2 Eggs.toast coffee
Mon Fn 9em-1pm with this ad
Expires March 3. 1985
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
4l2EWooster

Our 28 entrees
are all priced
under$10
Dinner Served 5 p.m.
to Midnight.

